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COLLECTIVE
MOBILIZATIONAND IDENTITY
FROMTHE UNDERGROUND:
The Deployment of "Oppositional Capital"
in the Harm Reduction Movement
Neil Wieloch
Utah State University
Within social movement literature, the concept of collective identity is used to discuss the process through which political activistscreate in-groupcohesion and distinguish themselves from society at large. Newer approaches to collective identity focus
on the negotiation of boundaries as social movement agents interact with social
structuralforces. However, in their adoption of a perspective that holds identity as a
process, these social movement studies neglect the more tangible cultural elements
that actors manipulate when they express collective identity.This research project
adopts a subculturalperspective in the Birminghamtraditionto address the question
of how social movement actors reappropriatesymbolic expressions of identity and
what meaning systems they draw from that enable them to redefine "stigmatization"
as "status."This article offers the concept of "oppositionalcapital"as a general framework for analyzing the symbolic work that social movement actors perform in their
expressions of collective identity.For the purposes of analysis,the primaryelements
of oppositionalsymbolicexpressionsare divided into the four categories of distinction,
antagonism,political activism,and popular culturalaesthetics.This article applies the
concept of oppositional capital to representations of collective identity of a radical
branchof politicalactivismwithin the social movement of harmreduction.Specifically,
it analyzes the zine, Junkphood to describe how actors within this social movement
cohort are able to present their collective identityas partof an alternativestatussystem
by drawingfrom an economy of signs that are generallyrecognizedas oppositional.

Over the past decade and a half, the area of social movement studies has witnessed
the continued interjection of cultural analyses into theoretical models of collective
action (Lofland 1985; Melucci 1989; Rucht 1991; Larana, Johnson and Gusfield 1994;
Johnson and Klandermans 1995). By and large, this concerted paradigmatic shift away
from mass psychology and resource mobilization approaches to the study of social
movements has been the result of both the emergence of new forms of collective action
in advanced industrial societies and the flourishing field of social scientific interpretations of these "new social movements" (Tilly 1998). This emphasis on culture in the field
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of social movement research has led to an understandingthat political grievances are
inextricably tied to ideas, ideology, and identity (Marx and McAdam 1994). For example, E. Larana,H. Johnson, and J. Gusfield (Larana,Johnson, and Gusfield 1994, p. 23)
explain that "status movements are closely linked with identity issues [in which] the
grievances are actuated by perceived threats to how one defines oneself." With this
extreme focus on identity,new social movement analysis is built upon the examination
of everyday culturalexpressions.
In social movement theory, the process of self-definition and boundary construction
is discussed through the concept of "collective identity."' In contrast to the social psychological approaches to collective identity (Simon, Loewy. Sturmer,Weber, Freytag,
Habig, Kampmeier,and Spahlinger 1998). new social movement research proposes that
social transformation occurs through the expression of collective identity. New social
movement theories focus on the recognition that 'one of the most powerful motivators
of individual action is the desire to confirm through behavior a cherished identity"
(Friedmanand McAdam 1992,p. 169). With a focus on cultural values based on cultural
(self-identified) categories, new social movement theories use the concept of collective
identity to explore global changes.In their attempt to distinguishnew social movements
from traditionalpolitics of the state, new social movement theories pay particularattention to the politics of identity, or the self-transformationof everyday categories surrounding the individual (Cohen 1985).
More recent discussions of collective identity within social movements have
attempted to address the theoretical leap between the emergence of ideological contradictions and collective identity expressions by unpacking the structure- and agentdriven forces involved in identity formation.These perspectives define collective identity as a "process."For example, Alberto Melucci (1995, p.50) "dereifies"the concept of
collective identity by conceiving it as "a system of relations and representations."He
offers as an alternative the concept of "identization"to express the fluidity inherent
within the process of collective identity formation (p. 51). For Melucci, collective identity is fashioned through the avenues of cognition, relationshipsand emotions.
Other authors have subsequently discussed the process of collective identity formation as constructed through participantinteraction.According to Nancy Whittier (1995,
p. 15), collective identities "exist only as far as real people agree upon, enact, argue over,
and internalize them." In her analysis of the radical feminist movement over time, she
describes how the collective identity of the movement (and the individual identities of
the actors) became subjected to redefinition through microcohort interaction. Moreover, Belinda Robnett (1996) describes how the identity category of gender played a
significantrole in the forging of leadership positions within the civil rights movement. In
their analysis of lesbian feminist mobilization,Verta Taylor and Nancy Whittier (1992)
provide one of the most explicit discussions of the process of collective identity formation within a social movement. According to them, social movement participants
become political actors through a process of individual identity transformation.But
what is most unique about Taylor and Whittier'sargument is their recognition that collective identity is also, by nature,oppositional in its devaluation of what are perceived to
be dominant cultural practices.For Taylor and Whittier,collective identity links a social
movement community through the affirmationof members' common interest in opposition to dominantgroups.These expressions of difference and criticismsof dominant systems serve as the foundation upon which the identity of a political community is built.
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Therefore,for the lesbian feminist communityof their study,sustaininga collective identity requiresthe formationof norms that vilify the male "as a challenge to the misogynyof
the dominant society" (p. 113).
While all of these discussions address the complex nature of collective identity formation, they tend to overlook the material objects and symbols involved in the creation
and expression of a collective identity. In other words, if the process of collective identity construction does in fact require "a kind of reverse affirmationof the characteristics
attributed to it by the larger society" (Taylor and Whittier 1992, p. 111), how is the
"politicalizationof everyday life" expressed? If, as Taylor and Whittier explain, expressions of collective identity involve the redefinition of symbols, how is it that a mark of
stigmatization can also represent a badge of privilege? What are the mechanisms
involved? What meaning systems do social movement actors draw from to construct
such an oppositional community?
Answering these questions requires the recognition that social movements must
draw from outside the meaning systems of the movements themselves. Social movements need to be situated in a largerculturalfield that not only allows for the expression
of difference but that also (in some regard) valorizes radical political activism.Therefore, it must be acknowledged that the cultural objects that social movement actors
draw from to express their collective identities and to present their collective selves as
transformativeare, in fact, part of a larger symbolic system. These artifacts have power,
and impact; they serve as effective tools for the demonstration of discontent because
they are recognized by the larger society as demarcationsof difference and as part of an
alternative, countercultural status system. Without this recognition, such expressions
cannot be considered transformative.Without first acknowledging that opposition is
viewed by the larger society as a positive attribute,it cannot automatically be assumed
that the expression of radicalismmay serve as a basis for collective mobilization.
This article uses the example of a radical branch within the social movement of harm
reduction to explore the question of how its members actively engage in the processes
of boundaryconstruction and boundary negotiation that are necessary for the presentation of their self-concepts as unified and the presentation of the population that they
represent (illicit drug users) as worthy of political attention. The article then applies a
subculturalanalysis (in the Birminghamtradition of the mid-1970s) to social movement
studies and introduces the general concept of "oppositionalcapital"to address the question of how, through symbols, social movement actors express their collective identity.
To discuss how oppositional capital works,the article presents an analysis of a publication produced by members of the activist-based harm reduction organization of the
Santa Cruz Needle Exchange Program.
THESOCIALMOVEMENTOF HARM REDUCTIONAND
ITS RADICALCOMPONENT
Harm reduction can be defined as "an alternative approachto addressingthe failures of
incarcerationand medicalization as solutions to personal and societal problems associated with drug use" (Bok 1998,p. 3). With a nonpunitive and nonauthoritarianvision of
drug use, harm reduction provides a substitute to institutional models of drug policy,
drug treatment, and public health for drug users. It offers a "middle-roadalternative to
the two established traditional approaches favored in this country: the moral model
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(war on drugs) and the disease model of addiction"(Marlatt 1996, p. 779). In its tolerance of drug use, harm reductionchallenges criminalapproachesto drug policy (DuPont
1996;Elovich 1996;Oscapella 1996;Smart 1996). By not calling for cessation of drug use,
harm reduction challenges abstinence-based models of drug treatment (BradleySpringer 1996;Carey 1996; Rosenbaum, Washburn,Knight, Kelley, and Irwin 1996). In
its recognitionthat therapeuticservices for drug users are designed to serve the priorities
of providersratherthan consumers,harmreductionalso challengesexistingapproachesto
public health for drug users (DeLeon 1996;Matteson and Hawthorne 1996).
Since the late 1980s,the United States has experienced a "movement for harm reduction" (Sorge 1990, p. 4). According to Ricky Bluthenthal (1998, p. 1149), harm reduction
is practiced as "attemptsto reduce the harm associated with drug use without punishing
the drug user for illicit drug use." In the United States, such practices have been made
up of legalization debates surroundingabstinence-baseddrug policy,criticismof the war
on drugs (Trebach 1987 and Trebach and Zeese 1990), and public health debates concerning the accessibility to health care for drug users (DesJarlais 1995). But the most
visible and most publicly contested application of harm reduction in the United States
has been the practice of needle exchange.As an exercise that disregardsdrug and paraphernalia laws, does not use cessation of use as a measurement of success, and focuses
on the health needs of users (Stryker 1989;Wattersand Guydish 1994), needle exchange
has been promoted as a "practical"approachto harm reduction (Ruter 1990).

HarmReductionas a New Social Movement
The history of modern capitalistsocieties has recently witnessed dramaticchanges in the
boundaries of social definitions and in the framing of such previously personal "social
problems"as expressions of sexuality (gayness and queer politics), re-definitions of the
body (transgenderingand cyborgs), the politicization of the body as a site of "choice"
(abortion), and marginalization and death associated with "dirty" bodily practices
(AIDS). The result has been in the interpretationof a vast range of quotidian practices
as "political."In an address to the Society for the Study of Social Problems in 1980,John
Kitsuse (1980, p. 3) suggested that various groups have been reacting to "the indignities
of moralistic patronization as well as punitive acts of discrimination."In response to
such stigmatization,groups of "individualswho have been culturallymarginalized,morally degraded and socially segregated by institutionallysanctioned exclusions" (Kitsuse
1980,p. 2) have recently engaged themselves in political activityas they claim their rights
of citizenship.With this recognition, Kitsuse highlightsa specific phenomenon in the history of contemporary Western societies: the expression of political resistance through
everyday practices.Similarly,Jean Cohen (1985, p. 683) explains that we have witnessed
the "creation of new meanings, new organizations,new identities, and the social space
for these to appear."Harm reduction can be defined as one the new forms of political
movements within this recent historical trend of insurgencyfrom the margins.
Through such practices as needle exchange (the act of receiving used syringes from
injection drug users in exchange for sterile ones to reduce the risk of exposure to bloodborne pathogens), harm reduction represents a new form of politics surroundingdrug
users. Specifically,harm reduction has adopted strategies, goals, and tactics from the
recent political formations of the new public health movement and AIDS activism.In its
application,the harm reduction approach to health care expects drug users to be active
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participants in the definition and provision of services.2Among health-care providers
that adopt the harm reduction perspective, it is recognized that "'the'exclusive inside
knowledge' of the user, developed through lived experiences, and often at huge emotional, personal, familial, and financial cost is of paramount importance" (Balian and
White 1998, p. 18). Through its advocacy for health programsand services developed by
drug users themselves, harm reduction represents an adoption of the new public health
movement agenda that stresses the need to focus on the individualpatient.3In this manner, harm reduction, like the new public health movement, challenges dominant medical models of service-provider-as-authority.
As a form of political activism, harm reduction mirrors the tactics and strategies of
AIDS activists.The driving principal behind ACT UP practices of civil disobedience is
to make it more costly for those in power to resist than to give in.4 Similarly,the harm
reduction practice of illegally exchanging needles not only provides publicity but also
allows harm reduction activists to use the adversariallegal system for drug user advocacy (Pascale 1988;Burris,Finucane,Gallagher,and Grace 1996:Gostin 1997).Through
the practice of illegal needle exchange, harm reduction not only challenges paraphernalia laws but also challenges the moral foundation of drug policy.In its tolerance of drug
use, harm reduction assumes that "the drug problem is basically and principallya matter
of health and social well being. It is not primarilya problem of police and criminaljustice" (Ruter 1990,p. 191).

RadicalActivismwithin HarmReduction
Bluthenthal (1998) applies a social movement perspective to harm reduction in his argument that it represents "rational attempts by excluded groups to mobilize sufficient
political leverage to advance collective interests through noninstitutional means"
(McAdam quoted in Bluthenthal 1998, p. 1152). Through the example of an Oakland
harm reduction program, Bluthenthal shows how actors within the harm reduction
movement are divided between those who practice harm reduction through legitimate,
acceptable, and "practical"avenues and those who practice harm reduction as political
activism and civil disobedience.This division could be categorized (as Taylor and Whittier's feminist movement) into the fractions of "liberal"and "radical."
In contrast to liberal actors within the harm reduction movement who tend to
address the growth of harm reduction through established institutionalavenues (i.e., the
expansion of drug treatment facilities,the use of public health and HIV/AIDS outreach
workers, and state-funded research), radical activists within the harm reduction movement pursue transformationthrough the criticismof dominant definitions of social control over drug users and the establishment of drug-user-basedhealth and human rights
practices (Sorge 1990). In their positioning of such dominant definitions as criminal
approaches to drug use and abstinence-based models of drug treatment, radical harm
reduction activists attempt to redirect authorityover drug users by challenging drug policy through civil disobedience tactics and by establishing service provision organizations
defined and run by drug users themselves (Lurie, Reingold, Bowser, Chen, Foley, Guydish, Kahn, Land, and Sorensen 1993;Bluthenthal 1998). Through the incorporation of
the voice of drug users into established institutions and the affirmationthat drug users
themselves should be the primary agents in the creation of programs and policies, the
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radical activist approach to harm reduction places the subject of the drug user in a position of authority.

COLLECTIVE
IDENTITYWITHINTHESANTACRUZ
NEEDLEEXCHANGEPROGRAM
A prime example of a radical harm reduction organization is the Santa Cruz Needle
Exchange Program (SCNEP). The SCNEP began in December 1989 as an illegal syringe
exchange program run by volunteers. According to a review of needle exchange programs conducted by the Berkeley School of Public Health (Lurie, Reingold, Bowser,
Chen, Foley, Guydish, Kahn, Land, and Sorensen 1993) it was started by local drug users
and AIDS activists who were also community health outreach workers. In the formation
and maintenance of an organization created by and for drug users, actors within SCNEP
have been involved in communicative practices surrounding an alternative definition of
the subject of "the drug user." Unlike the service provider/client relationship within conventional drug treatment facilities or the authority/subject relationship within institutions
of social control, the group formation practices of SCNEP members reflect the pursuit
of what Jurgen Habermas (1987, p. 2) refers to as an "ideal communication community":
This utopia serves to reconstructan undamagedintersubjectivitythat allows both for
unconstrained mutual understanding among individuals and for the indentities of
individualswho come to an unconstrainedunderstandingwith themselves.
The harm reduction community that SCNEP actively pursues could also be considered resistant. For example, the SNEP's approach to drug users challenges conventional
definitions in that it clearly does not adhere to common drug treatment models (with
abstinence as the goal). According to the SCNEP volunteer training manual (N.D., p. 2):
The SCNEP advocates safe drug use, and as a result. a decision was made, based on a
group consensus, that treatment would not be suggested to participantsunless they
voiced an interest and requested informationor advocacy in that area.
The practices of the SCNEP truly follow the foundations of radical harm reduction
activist strategies by challenging conventional definitions of drug users. In addition to
preventing the spread of HIV among injection drug users (IDUs), SCNEP's other primary objective is "to act as an advocacy group and resource for drug users" (SCNEP
N.D., p. 1). The training manual (N.D. p. 1) continues: "In advocating for the rights of
drug users, our responsibilities range from offering referrals to taking someone to the
emergency room and sitting with them to do our best to make sure that they are treated
appropriately and with respect." In their construction of a particular ideal for the provision of health services, SCNEP activists challenge dominant definitions of drug users.
The environment that drug users experience at SCNEP is not punitive (such as criminal
approaches to drug laws) and does not direct them toward established goals as indicators of success (such as abstinence-based treatment programs). In fact, SCNEP's atmosphere is intentionally constructed and practiced as nonjudgmental.
At its very core, the ideological foundations of SCNEP are resistant. According to
the SCNEP mission statement in its brochure, this program functions as a "space"
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(physical, communal, and communicative) that clearly violates what its practitioners
define as dominant ideology:
In the faceof depletingsocialandmedicalservicesthatbenefitthosewhoneedthem
mostanda culturethatemphasizespunishmentandblameoversupportandcompassion,the SantaCruzNeedle ExchangeProgramstrivesto promotea sense of communityanda beliefthatall humansshouldbe treatedwithdignityandrespect.
With a definitive concern for "support,""dignity,""respect,"and "compassion"for
drug users, SCNEP maintains a vision of an ideal community.The slogan for this community is "we, as drug users, are the experts" (Junkphood. issue 1, p. 2). According to
Heather Edney, SCNEP's Director, the program's purpose is not to "help" drug users
(for such an approachwould automaticallyrequire the establishmentof an us/them relationship between the service providers and the participants).As Edney explained at the
Ninth InternationalConference on Drug Policy Reform, users "wantdo learn how to do
it for themselves;the programtries to provide them with the services and the tools to do
just that" (quoted in Marlatt 1996,p. 782).
Within the loosely organized community that upholds these distinctly unconventional ideologies, a particularcollective identity is maintained:Radical activists within
the harm reduction movement present themselves as "proudusers"and "oppressed."In
their adoption of the identity characteristic of "proud user," these actors freely and
openly discuss the otherwise taboo subject of their drug using practices.They also commonly self-identify with the label of "junkie" (therefore co-opting a conventionally
defined stigma and subversively displayingit as a mark of exoticism). In their identification as oppressed, these radical activists present themselves as discriminatedagainst by
a dominant culture that punishes drug use, stigmatizes drug users,and neglects the provision of adequate health care to a population at extreme risk of disease and death. Like
the radical feminists of Taylor and Whittier's study (1992, p. 108), ideologically, the
actors at SCNEP pursue "social transformation through the creation of alternative
nonhierarchical institutions and forms of organization."And (more important to the
argumentwithin this article), these actors play up their Otherness by drawingupon symbolic expressions that serve to fetishize their marginalstatus.
JUNKPHOOD
One format through which the Santa Cruz Needle Exchange Programmembers express
their resistant ideologies and identities is through the publication,Junkphood. In 1995,
drug users and drug user advocates at SCNEP began production of a publication that
they distributedto local "street"drug users.This series of seven zines5 consists of stories
and artworkcreated by drug users.
Each of the issues has a different theme. The first three issues are dedicated to a different drug and titled accordingly:heroin ("Smack!"),cocaine ("Coked-Up Puffs"),and
speed ("Amphetamines").Issue four is by and about female drug users ("True Stories
from Girl Junkies").Issue five is dedicated to the topic of dealing with law enforcement
("Getting Busted"). And issues six and seven are about the risks and losses associated
with using drugs ("The Book of Death, Volumes I and II").
Junkphood is filled with information concerning how to reduce the risks involved in
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usingillicitdrugs.It includessucharticlesas:"Howto avoidaccidentaloverdose"(issue
1, p. 3);"Howto Spota CokeO.D."(issue2, pp.25-26) and"Howto Spota SpeedO.D."
(issue3, p. 19). It also has illustrationsof the properway to tie off beforeshootingup
of causesof andmethodsfor avoidingabscessesand
(issue2, pp.10-12)anddescriptions
The
17,
2,
(issue
18).
bruising
pp.
majorityof the publicationis dedicatedto interviews
in thismanneris so thatreaders
withdrugusers.Thepurposeof providingthe information
canlearnfromothers'experience.
As the editorexplainsin one example(issue5, p.35),
hisper"Ray"is a druguserwhohasbeenin thelifefora longtime.... Although
users.wehavea lotto learnfromhim
frommanyyounger
spectivemightbedifferent
becausehetalksabouttherealshitandhespeaksfromexperience.
Otherinformationthat exists withinthese interviewsincludessuggestionsfor getting
arounddrugtesting,descriptionsof beinglockedup,how usersgot into drugs,andhow
differentuserscomedownoff a high.
brochuresdistributedby drugtreatJunkphoodis uniquefromtypicalinformational
mentcentersandpublichealthprovidersfor drugusers.Junkphoodis clearlynoninstitutional.Its content and its style set it apart.Juinkphood's
pages are filled with text
writtenandspoken(in the formof printedinterviews)by currentillicitdrugusers.These
pagesexpressthe heartfeltstoriesof drugusers'lives anddescriptionsof whatit really
meansto be an addict.Junkphoodalso has a very hip style.It is brightlycoloredand
filled with scannedand cut-and-pasteimages from popularculture.As explainedin
Junkphood,"Itis our hope to keep turningthe wise wordsof usersinto zines for popculturelovin'dopersto read"'(issue4, p.3).
What also makes Junkphoodclearly nonconventionalis the fact that within its
imagesandtext,it oftenglorifiesdruguse andcelebratesthe druguser.Accordingto its
thiszine is an expressionof druguserempowerment:
producers,
Junkphoodis a seriesof zinescreatedby [drug]usersfor usersto helpeliminatethe

onsomeoneforinformation
thatcanarisewhenwearedependent
powerimbalances
aboutdruguse.(SCNEPbrochure.n.d.)

Whatis so criticalaboutJunkphoodis that,throughit, illicitdruguserschallengea
numberof conventionaldefinitionssimultaneously.
By celebratingthe use of psychoactive drugs,the producersof Junkphoodattemptto reversethe socialstigmaattachedto
druguse reinforcedthroughits dominantdefinitionsas immoral,pathological,and illegal.Throughits expressionsof differenceand oppositionto dominantsocialconstructions, Junkphoodpromotes the values and ideas that are incorporatedinto the
constructionof whatTaylorandWhittier(1992)wouldreferto as collectiveidentity.In
its content,Junkphoodrepresentswhatit meansto be a druguser and a radicaldrug
user activist.The producersof Jiinkphoodare able to present such representations
throughthe utilizationof certainsymbolictools thatI referto as"oppositionalcapital."
OPPOSITIONALCAPITAL
It is my thesis that the expression of a radical identity within a social movement can
be situated within more general "'oppositional"identity fields of meaning. Specifically,
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through their expression of political identities, social movement actors also present
themselves as subculturalmembers:They self-identify with varying degrees of commitment to the ideologies of the social movement collective.
The framework that I offer for symbolic analysis of collective identity expressions
draws from the Birminghamtradition of subculturalstudies.Although there are several
definitions of "subculture,"I specifically chose the Birmingham approach because its
implications for resistance and cultural production.This distinction is important to note
because the Birmingham Center's perspective on subcultures is much different from
(and developed as a reaction against) the structuraland interactionist definitions outlined by subculturaltheorists at the Chicago School.
In the Chicago tradition of understandingdeviance as an ecological response to disorganization, classical American definitions of subcultures viewed these collective formations as responses to structuralstrains (e.g.,Thrasher 1927;Cohen 1955). In the 1960s
and 1970s,American subculturalapproaches expanded upon this Chicago approach and
applied a much more interactionist interpretation by looking at the ways in which subcultural actors respond to others and manage their own deviant status (Becker 1963).
For example, the subcultural work of David Matza (1964) and Jock Young (1971), in
their comparison of subterraneanand conventional value systems,viewed the construction of a subculture as a collective process of norm reallocation. This interactionist
approach was further expanded upon by Gary Alan Fine and Sherryl Kleinman (1979)
in their definition of a subculture as a common discourse in which actors manage their
marginallabel through a continual process of identificationand collective manipulation.
In the 1970s, social researchers at the Center for Contemporary Cultural Studies
(CCCS) in Birminghamtook the Chicago School's definition of subcultures (as collective solutions to status limitations) and imparted it with a critical edge (Cohen 1972;
Clarke, Hall, Jefferson, and Roberts 1975). By incorporating the Leftist agenda of the
FrankfurtSchool tradition into their interpretations,writers adopting the Birmingham
approach used the concept of subculture to reveal what they saw as the fundamental
contradictions symptomatic of modern capitalism. According to perspective of the
CCCS, subcultures represented attempts by subordinate groups (e.g., working-class
youth) to carve out spaces from within a society in which these actors were powerless.In
addition, authors from the Birmingham Center drew upon the Marxian notion of cultural production and focused their attention on the ideological interpretation of symbolic forms of expression (e.g., dress, activities, and leisure pursuits). Researchers saw
these spectacularsymbols as artifactsrepresentative of attempts at establishing new sets
of conventions (Hebdige 1979). From this perspective, subcultural actors were seen as
attempting to construct a meaningful world.These new identity boundaries were interpreted as existing outside of, yet in conflict with, those by which the subculturalactors
were dominated.
The BirminghamCenter approachdepicted subculturalactors as attempting to claim
ownership of the everyday through style. Such subcultural theorists described the
appropriationof symbols utilized by subordinate populations as tools in the creation of
alternative status systems. In a more recent application of this theoretical perspective,
SarahThornton (1995) uses the category of subculture to account for the logic of symbolic practices by youth at dance clubs. Specifically,she offers the concept of "'subcultural capital" in order to address the forms of capital that operate within this less
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privileged domain: Subcultural capital is the expression of social status among youth
through an economy of "hipness."
Thornton's concept of subculturalcapital is based on the theoretical work of Pierre
Bourdieu and his definition of ""capital."
For example, with Bourdieu's application of
capital, culture takes on a durable quality in everyday practices.As Bourdieu (1986;
1990) explains, this currency analogy can be applied to various structures of the social
world in order to interpret how individuals serve as active agents in the cultural processes of meaning-making.Ideas and knowledge are seen as tangible objects that people
may draw upon as they participate in social life. Social interactions are thus viewed as
exchanges within systems of value. Bourdieu (1986. pp. 241-242) explains:
Capital contains a tendency to persist in its being . . . And the structureof the distribution of the different types of capital at a given moment in time represents the

immanentstructureof the socialworld,i.e.. the set of constraints,inscribedin the
veryrealityof thatworld,whichgovernits functioningin a durableway.determining
the chancesof successforpractices.
However, in order to apply it to the analysis of social movements, the concept of
"subculturalcapital"needs to be expanded in order to account for expressions of collective identity for the purposes of political activism.As discussed above, symbols of resistance often belong simultaneously to multiple cultural realms. These symbols are
deployed not only for the purposes of distinction but can also serve as a means of
attractingmembers.When we apply a subculturaltheoretical scope in the interpretation
of radical-political practices, we recognize that there is something more broadly
identified as attractive not just about being a member of a group, but about being a
member of a marginalgroup.This is as true for subculturalmembers as it is for activists.
The cultural value placed upon and the affinity toward that which is not only marginal
but consciously rebellious in nature are what I call "oppositionalcapital."
Oppositional capital can be defined as the broad culturalfield of symbols drawn upon
by active social criticswhose visions of transformationrange in scope from the local (subcultural) to the sociocultural(social movement). The same symbols that can be used for
subculturalor counterculturalexpressions can also be tools for political activism.These
symbols are part of an economy of signs that are generally held to be oppositional.The
concept of oppositional capital is not meant to account for the structuralforces that drive
social boundarycontradictionsto the surface of public debate. Nor is it intended to disregard the rational/strategicactions of social movement creators,participants,and antagonists.Rather,by situatingsocial movement expressions within a largersymbolic field, the
concept of oppositional capital is intended to serve as an enhancement to existing discussions of collective identity.By borrowingthe epistemological assumptionsand analytical
tools from subculturaltheory and applying them to social movement research, we can
better understandphenomena that arise from the marginsof society. In the analysis that
follows,we will see that such a synthesis helps to explain the process of collective identity
formation in new social movements.Through an analysis of Jinkphood, I will show how
members of the radical branchof harm reduction,in their presentation of their selves as
political activists,draw upon preexistingculturalspheres of opposition.
The aim of this research is to provide a general model for reading social movement
expressions as part of a larger symbolic field. To do so, I propose four elements that
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serve to demonstrate oppositional capital: distinction, antagonism, political activism,
and popular cultural aesthetics. These elements reflect values, beliefs, practices, and
goals that radical harm reductionists utilize in the construction and expression of their
collective identity. "Distinction" represents the fact that collective actors construct
themselves as part of an identity category that is separate and discrete. "Antagonism"
refers to the collective identity expression of difference that is articulated against what
these actors define as conventional society."Politicalactivism"represents the manner in
which collective actors express themselves as radicalin their criticismof dominant social
definitions. And "popular cultural aesthetics" refers to the field of artistic and stylistic
symbols on which actors draw in order to impart cultural value and status to their
expressions of identity.I offer the concept of oppositional capital as a device for analyzing the expression of collective identity as part of an economy of symbols from which
marginalpopulations draw as they present a politically radicalvoice.
Grounded in exploratory research on the radical activist-basedharm reduction organization of the Santa Cruz Needle Exchange Program,the discussion of oppositional
capital focuses on the analysis of the seven issues of Junkphood that were produced by
SCNEP.The following analysis outlines the symbolic expressions presented within the
pages of Junkphood and describes how these representations serve as one source from
which actors draw in the constant (and fluctuating)construction of the collective identity of a social movement. The images, slogans, and descriptionsexpressed in these zines
provide definitions of otherness through which drug user activists express a collective
identity that is at once distinct,antagonistic,and politically active.The symbols that they
present belong to an economy of aesthetics that are recognized as oppositional within
the larger society.

Distinction
According to Howard Becker (1963). drug use is one of the cultural practices by which
black musicians of the 1920s and 1930s distinguishedthemselves from the straight,nondrug-using "square" world. Similarly,the post-WWII West Coast cult of disaffected
youth, the beatniks, used drugs as a means of making sense out of a chaotic world.
Altered states of reality offered the opportunity to experience a spiritualutopia outside
of what was seen as the darkand depressingmodernWesternsociety.As JamesA. Inciardi
(1993, p. 147) explains:
ManyBeats,in theirattemptto morereadilyattainthe realizationof settingthemselves rightwith nature,pursuedtheir"true"realitythroughan effortof the mind
andrejectedthe perceiveddiscontinuities
of life in organizedsociety.Formost.howtheir
of
the
irrational
ever,
conceptualreality
propertiesof everydayexistencewas
andhashish
and
use,
marijuana
escapedthroughdrug
long-duration
high-frequency.
use becamea pervasivepartof Beatlife.
Through their expressions of identity,radical harm reduction activists similarly construct categories of"us" and "them"that serve to distinguishthemselves from the larger
society. By identifying themselves as members of the drug-using community, these
actors mark themselves as perceivably dissimilarfrom conventional society and present
themselves as existing outside of established institutions (Figure 1). In their presenta-
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tion of and adherence to a "proud user" collective identity (and in their self-identification
with the label of "junkie" as discussed above), radical harm reductionists engage in what
Umberto Eco (1972) calls "semiotic guerrilla warfare." They elevate a stigma to the
position of status. This identification with the definition of drug-users-as-exceptional
positions these collective actors as not only different from but superior to the "straight"
world. As Edith Springer describes in an interview:
Using drugs does not make you not a wonderful person, it doesn't make you a bad
person, it doesn't make you a sloppy person, a sleazy person. It just makes you a person that likes to use drugs.... I am very proud to be a junkie. I really am. Some of the
best people I have ever known are junkies, they are so creative in how they survive
and struggle and get their needs met. (issue 4, p. 2).
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In the pages of Junkphood, drug users further represent themselves as a distinct community by describing what it means to be a drug user. As one interviewee explains, "Part
of the whole thing for me is the way it makes me talk to people and stuff.... I'd never do
it alone. I wouldn't be interested, I wouldn't have the urge" (issue 1, p. 14). The expression of a drug user community seems to embody what's referred to as "the mystique of
drug use." The community distinctions surrounding the experience of using controlled
substances are further enhanced by a shared passion for drug use. For example, in the
first issue (p. 4), a whole page is dedicated to quotes from various users describing "the
rush of the century." This construction is rooted partly in the physiological, cultural, and
spiritual experiences of using drugs, partly in the secretiveness of its illegality, and partly
in the dangers and threat of death associated with drug use. Describing the experience
of drug using, one individual explains (issue 3, p. 7):
Shooting speed . . .was some sort of magic formula that kind of took me and the
people that I was doing it with into another world . . . We felt like we could read
each others [sic] minds.... It got to a certain point where we didn't even feel like we
had to talk to each other anymore,cause we could read each others [sic] minds....
Another really cool thing about it is that we felt like we were a part of a secret society, "I know/you know."
Part of the experience shared by the community of drug users is the anxiety surrounding the dangerous effects of use. In response to the question, "How would you
describe what it's like, the life, using speed?" (issue 4, p. 10), one user replies, "Hectic,

frantic, confusing, aggravating, depressing, sad, crazy. Always on the fucking edge.
That's what you have to look forward to. That's it." Or, as another person explains,
"When we were getting ready to use heroin, I would get really scared, 'cause we didn't
know if one of us was going to die or not!" (issue 2, p. 7) Interviews also often include
descriptions of users flirtingwith death:
Well,this is gonnasoundbad.but it's the rushrightbeforeyou o.d.,man,the rush
rightbeforeyou go out. It'slike I'mgivena choice,andI usuallydon'twantto come
back.I love thatfeelingthat,rightwhenyou'regoin'out,you know.(issue1,p.4)
The definite link between drug use and death is also presented through frequent fullpage dedications in honor of famous popular cultural figures who have died from accidental overdoses, such as Kurt Kobain, River Phoenix, Janis Joplin, Jean Michel
Basquiat, Elvis Presley, Billie Holiday. and Marilyn Monroe. This expressed fear and
pain is part of the daily experience specific to drug users.Their lives teeter on the edge
of death. And in the pages of this publication,they admit to it so frankly,and so openly,
that defying death becomes part of the user community identity.As "Lin"(issue 5, p. 7)
explains,"I've seen so many people go down, I've seen people die."
Through the creation of a community in their definition of distinction and their construction of the boundary between themselves and what they define as conventionality,
these actors reproduce constructionsof drug users as members of a subculture.In social
scientific research since the early 1960s,drug users have been categorized as a community based on emotionally positive definitions around their drug-using practices For
example, Becker's (1963) study of the "career"of a marijuanauser explicitly details the
construction of meaning systems surrounding pot smoking. According to his thesis, a
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user must not only learn the techniques involved in the administrationof marijuana,but
also how to properly perceive the effects and recognize that such effects are enjoyable.
This requires the existence of a meaning system outside of conventional experiences.6
Therefore, the distinction between user and nonuser that is associated with illicit
drugs is not based solely on the physiological effects of administered chemicals,that is,
definitions of drug use belong to the culturalrealm. Not only is it conventionally defined
as morally "wrong,"medically "sick,"and legally "criminal,"but, as a cultural symbol,
drug use has become appropriatedas a currencyof distinction within certain subcultural
circles. In the text and images of Junkphood. radical harm reductionists prominently
express the lived experience of being drug users thus rendering their illicit drug use an
indicator of collective identity.

Antagonism
Within studies of drug-usingsubcultures,it is often recognized that the practice of drug
use is culturallydefined as "hip"because of its counterculturalassociations."Dropping
out" of society by "turningon" to drugs and "tuningin" to a new consciousness has long
been held as a hip form of retreatism and rebellion. As Jill Jonness (1996) describes,
whether it was marijuanaand heroin use in the 1950s (by the beatniks and hipsters) or
the use of reefer and hallucinogens as celebrations of freedom by the hippies of the
1960s,illicit drug use has been historically associated with an American countercultural
critique of the establishment. Like the drug subcultures before them, radical harm
reductionistsnot only present themselves as distinct but also as hostile and defiant (e.g.,
see the images of figures displayingtheir middle fingers in issues 2 and 4 of Junkphood).
Specifically,the deployment of oppositional capital withinJunkphood is often expressed
as antagonistic through its criticism of conventional definitions of drug users.This practice is what Taylor and Whittier (1992) call the "vilificationof dominant culture."The
creators of Junkphood express their antagonistic selves through the condemnation and
censuring of dominant institutions of control. For example, one entire issue is dedicated
to "Getting Busted" (issue 5). As one might expect, police are often presented as the
enemy. Throughout this particularissue are images of police in riot gear, police in the
act of arresting,and various instruments of law enforcement (i.e., handcuffs). As one
user explains (issue 5, p. 20), "I think they [the police] were just looking for someone to
pick on." Or, as someone else describes (issue 5. p. 22). "I try to avoid the police at all
costs. They are out there to bug people and they sure do like to hassle people and drug
addicts for some sort of reason."
This distinct opposition to authority seems to be a common position that subcultural
identities maintain. For example, in his study of working-class kids in a secondary
school, Paul Willis (1977) describes the school as a battlefield in which students define
their identity boundaries as sites of conflict.The kids that served as the focus of Willis's
study (the "lads")construct their subculturein direct opposition to the students they see
as the school conformists (the "ear 'oles"). As Willis (1977, p. 11) explains, "the most
basic, obvious and explicit dimension of (the lads' subculture) is entrenched general and
personalized opposition to 'authority."
This oppositional stance is most explicitly represented by the profane subculture of
punk. The punk culture of the 1970s expressed an ideology that Mark Hamm (1993, p.
27) refers to as "fuckyouism."As Griel Marcus (1989, p. 2) describes, punk offered "a
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voice that denied all social facts, and in that denial affirmed that everything was possible."Specifically,punk actors defined their subculturalspace through symbols of nihilism, sexism, anarchy, and violence (Hebdige 1979: Laing 1985: Marcus 1989). By
discrediting,denying, and destroying. punk was able to stake a claim to a meaningful
identity.For the radical harm reductionists of this study (like the "lads"and the punks),
opposition to symbols of conventional institutions (authority) serves to further symbolically buttress the boundaries of their collective identity.

PoliticalActivism
Like subculturalactors who distinguishthemselves through dress,activities,leisure pursuits, and lifestyles (Clarke et al. 1975). radical activists within the harm reduction
movement similarlydraw from such "sort-lived"status systems as popular culture. But,
unlike youth subcultures,harm reduction is distinctive in the more persistent features of
the larger culture:harm reduction supports the "deviant"behavior of illicit drug users,
and drug user activists within harm reduction are political actors through their social
movement practices.The harm reduction movement does not just require that members
be "in the know,"but also that they collectively defy cultural and structuraldefinitions
for the purpose of bringing about change. Harm reduction is not simply subcultural
(from the margins) but political (in that it defies such social institutionsas medicine and,
more importantly,the law).
Harm reduction is politically strategic.As a social movement, harm reduction serves
as a cultural field from which individualsdraw in their expression of collective identity.
And radical actors within the harm reduction movement present their expressions of
identity as a critique of domination. For them. expressions of a radical.political collective identity are recognized as acts of insubordination.Therefore, the demonstration of
identity throughJunkphood is political in that it is seen as resistant.As the fifth issue (p.
4) explains,"Junkphoodis a form of action."It represents an attempt to deconstruct and
reconstruct social definitions surroundingdrug use and drug users.As one contributor
(issue 4, p. 3) explains:
There'sno reasonfor injectorsto get scarred.scabbed.stigmatized,pickedout in a
crowd.Or there's[sic]manyreasons:laws.fear.access,power,sexism.supplies.status,economics,education,entitlement.There'spowerin "sticksandstones"termsto
be sure-but onlywhenyouhavecontrolof whois doingthe naming.
Just as illicit drug use and the drug users are celebrated,political activism maintainsa
sort of "exclusive'"status.This ethic is embodied in the quote "Weshould fight feeling that
there is somethingwrong with us 'causewe like to get high"(Figure2). On occasion,Jiinkphood will present rallyingpoints for social activism.Thecenter spreadin issue 5 acknowledges the injusticeto human rightsoften associated with the criminalizationof drugswith
the bold-printeddeclaration:"Drug use is not a crime."And the back cover of issue 2 displays an image of the Statue of Libertyholding a syringe (therebyjuxtaposingthe images
of freedom and drug use).These sentimentsare reinforcedby such statementsas:
Jailandprisonaredesignedto inflictpunishment,
andhurt.They'reharm
retribution,
maximization
centers.Is allowingsomeoneto withdrawandsufferthe consequence
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SAMPLEPAGEAND ARTWORKFROM#4 ISSUEOF
JUNKPHOOD (PAGE44).

of withdrawalin a skanky cell an example of a functioning democracy? What is this
need to humiliate and demean? (issue 5, p. 2)
Similarly, the government is often presented as irrational, punitive, and authoritarian
through critiques of the war on drugs. One article (issue 5, p. 15) explains that "the 'War
on Drugs' as we know it now is the biggest, most complex instrument of governmental
oppression today." Another author (issue 5, p. 3) writes:
In the U.S., for being in the wrong place at the wrong time, you can find yourself
snatched off the street, locked up. humiliated, subjected to what would be medical
malpracticeif jail was a hospital and end up with innumerablelifelong personal and
social consequences for the possession of drugs.
Junkphood also presents itself as political through its echoing of the arguments of
drug policy reformers and drug legalization activists. In this manner, Junkphood directly
criticizes dominant institutions that define drug users as morally inferior. Contributors
to Junkphood (issue 5, p. 3) present such criticism through the adoption of a perspective
that recognizes drug use as a "victimless crime":
People who commit crimes against other people or against property end up with
lighter sentences than drug users. Does the punishment fit the crime? What's the
crime?Wantingto have fun? Stupidity?Correctingan adverse personal physicalcondition? Seeking relief from pain? Spiritual quests? Just hanging? If someone is
busted for drug and disorderly they have (theoretically) violated the neighborhood
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peace.Butwhat'syourcrimewhenit's a simplepossessionsituation?Thatyou might
do somethingafteringestingyourdrugs?How is this an exampleof a functioning
democracy?
Junkphood also valorizes political activism. The representations contained in the
interviews in Junkphood not only present social activism (particularlyin regard to drug
use) as a form of distinction but cast it positively as a status.For these politically active
members of the subculture of drug users, the deployment of oppositional capital
(through their expression and celebration of marginality) is a strategy aimed at transforming dominant definitions of drug users.Junkphood'stext and images function much
like subculturalsignifiers in that both forms of symbolic capital are deployed with the
intention of disruptingthe dominant culturaldefinitions that surroundmarginalpopulations. For example, Kobena Mercer's (1994) research on subculturalexpressions of hair
as an ethnic signifierreveals that symbolic displays (identities) represent social relations
of power. Hair has symbolic value in that its style is encoded with dominant ideologies
of race. As Mercer (1994, p. 104) explains,the Afro and dreadlocks hairstyles"counterpoliticized the signifier of ethnic and racial devalorization, redefining blackness as a
desirable attribute."Therefore, the expressions of identity of radical activists can be
compared to political subcultural communications in that both represent attempts to
revalorize signifiersof oppression.

PopularCulturalAesthetics
Junkphood's topics, symbols, text and images can be read as expressions of rebellion.
Junkphood is an underground publication. Its format is intentionally unconventional
and noncommercial.Its content is loaded with voices from the margins.These characteristics also make it hip. Junkphood embodies,embraces,and celebrates multiple forms of
opposition. Thornton writes (1995, p. 208) that "the social logic of subcultural capital
reveals itself most clearly by what it dislikes and what it emphaticallyisn't."According to
Junkphood'sstatement of purpose (issues 1,2, and 3, p. 1), the zine is positioned as a product of self-empowermentby its creators (drug users). It is decidedly non-authoritarian:
The reasonwhywe startedthisprojectis 'causewe aresickof beingtoldwhatto do
by the "experts."
Theygiveus informationwe haveno use for andusuallyit is mixed
up with messagesabout how we shouldquit usingdrugsbecausedrugsmake us
fuckedup.... Insteadof askingadultsfor help,we makeour own informationand
ourownethics(ibid).
Junkphood'shipnessis carriedout in its aesthetics.Witha limitedbudgetit was produced
for small-scaledistribution.The easily-accessibletools of its creationare obvious in the final
product:a computerand printer,magazinesand comics,a pen, scissors,and a copy machine
(Figure3). Its cut-and-pasteconstructionfollows the style of fanzinesthat have been in circulationin the Britishand Americanpunk scenes since the mid to late 1970s.This form of
imageborrowingembodiesthe do-it-yourself(DIY) punkethic.In her descriptionof British
and Americanpunk and hardcorezines,TriciaHenry (1989,p. 93) explains:
Theywere direct,uncensoredexpressionsof the punksensibility,by punksand for
In style,
punks,in effect,openletterssharedby the membersof the punkcommunity.
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content,graphics,andoveralltone of writing,the fanzinespresenta mirrorimageof
the punklifestyle.
Junkphood's style is a mixture of popular culture images with drug symbols.For example, the covers of the first three issues are manipulated cereal box graphics and characters.This look borrows from the antiaesthetic of Dada-inspired pop art (in the style of
Andy Warhol).Junkphood also utilizes enlarged comic book images (Figure 4), a style
made famous by the pop artist Roy Lichtenstein.The pastiche/parodyof images of both
pop art and Junkphood create an oppositional gestalt that conveys a message of lifestyle
as rebellion. Opposition is also represented aesthetically by a writing style that is more
"common."It is conversational and assumes that the reader has an understanding(and
therefore acceptance) of street drug user terminology (as well as popular cultural
expressions and swearing).This incorporation of popular cultural images is part of the
praxis of social movements that Ron Eyerman (1999. p. 119) refers to as the prepolitical,
(sub)culturaldimension. He describes this dimension as
the processesof meaningconstruction.
whereartandmusiccanbe importantsources
of (sub)cultural
of reality:thus theycan proidentification
as well as the "framing"
videa latentandeveninvisibleresourceuponwhichpoliticalmovementscandraw.
According to this perspective, art plays a significant role in politics because artistic
expression provides images and meanings that can serve as a source of motivation for
action. Eyerman echoes the Birmingham subcultural theorists by asserting that social
groups develop distinct patterns of life partly through symbolic practices,such as the
production of images and texts, and give expressive form to their social and material life
experience (Hall and Jefferson 1975).
Overall,Junkphood is oppositional in its expression of the fears and triumphsof individuals.These points of discussion mirrorpostwar popular cultural themes.With articles,
essays, images, and editorials that present expressions of deviant, illicit lifestyles,of fear,
death, and euphoria as experienced by drug users,Junkphood captures the existential
themes that Norman Mailer wrote about in "The White Negro" (1959, pp. 337-358).
Subcultural"hipness"goes against conformity and its associations of boredom, habitual
tracing, and defeat. In our culture, deviance has been constructed as courageous. Hip
deviance is intentionally unconventional. The identity expressions and style of Junkphood are hip deviance (Becker 1963).
Junkphood'soppositional meanings are made intertextuallywithin the marginalpractices of social activism and illicit drug use.The social movement of harm reductionoverlaps the fields of drugsand activism.Indeed.Junkphoodgives expressionto this integration
by combining and presentingthem as expressions of status throughits celebration of hip
deviance. An analysis of the text, reveals the circulationof symbols that are part of an
oppositionaleconomy.Opposition is a system of classification.Although it can quite easily
be arguedthat it belongs to one that serves to reinforcethe definitionof"conventionality,"
this is not an adequate reason for neglecting it. Within the study of social change (in this
case, social movements), it is necessary to performculturalanalyses that reveal the paradoxes of languageand logic.As Bourdieu (1984,pp.475-476) explains:
The logic of the stigmaremindsus that socialidentityis the stake in a strugglein
whichthe stigmatizedindividualor group,and. more generally,any individualor
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group insofar as he or it is a potential object of categorization, can only retaliate
against the partial perception which limits it to one of its characteristicsby highlighting, in its self-definition,the best of its characteristics,and, more generally,by struggling to impose the taxonomy most favorable to its characteristics,or at least to give
to the dominant taxonomy the content most flatteringto what it has and what it is.
Harm reduction activists intentionally draw influence from models of revolution and
images of the hipster heroin user. Opposition is a celebrated theme. Such expressions
(e.g., Junkphood) in turn provide "outsiders" with a glimpse into the "secret" worlds of
users and user advocates. The deployment of oppositional capital is a strategy for promoting collective identity within the social movement of harm reduction.

DISCUSSION: DRUG USERORGANIZATIONAS A SOCIALMOVEMENT
Through the introduction of subcultural analysis to social movement research, this article expands upon the discussion of collective identity construction within the social
movement literature by situating the symbolic economy of social movement actors
within a larger field. By introducing the concept of oppositional capital and by applying
it to the symbolic expressions of activists within the harm reduction movement, this
research also fills a gap in the literature on drug users. Specifically, by looking at drug
users as social movement actors, this research presents drug users as political activists.
Unlike research on the social construction of the drug user that tends to focus on the
external forces that define drug users as marginal (Cohen 1972) or studies on the subcul-
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ture of drug use that describe how actors respond to such stigma through the creation of
a retreatist community (Young 1971), this project presents drug users as active constructors in the definition of their political identity boundaries.The analysis of Junkphood
helps explain how drug user activistswithin the harm reduction movement are operative
agents in the process of redefining the social problem of drug use.The concept of oppositional capital,as applied to harm reduction,presents drug users not as inactive or reactive but as proactive agents in the construction of their collective identity.
The United States has witnessed very few instances of drug user community mobilization. Even in the age of AIDS, when drug users have been identified as the second
highest risk population, the formal organization of drug users and their attempt at
claims-making through political activism are extremely rare occurrences. With few
material resources,drug users must be creative in the tools that they rely on to construct
a radicalidentity.In their attempt to alter culturaland institutionaldefinitions,drug user
activists fight for the rights of a population that has been socially labeled as "criminal"
and "deviant."Drug users are culturallydefined as membersof the lower stratumof society under conventional assumptionsand values.7According to such definitions,the cultural capital of drug users is negative.From such a perspective,it can be assumed that the
stigma of "druguser"can only serve as a great hindrancein attempts at self-organization.
Materially,the majority of drug users tend to be members of the poorer classes of
society. As Lisa D. Moore and Lynn D. Wegner (1995) explain, since many habitual
users are members of the so-called "underclass,"they lack adequate economic and political resources.The U.S. welfare system is such that it often does not cover basic needs
such as housing,food, and health care. Drug users within this structureare apt to experience the lack of a reasonable safety net more intensely than non-drug-userssince addiction compels the user to require more money to get through the day (Moore and
Wegner 1995).As Frances Fox Piven and Richard Cloward (1985) describe,the full and
driven days of the drug user have only been made more difficult by the Reagan-Bush
decimation of social services in the 1980s and early 1990s.In addition, hardshipsthat are
the result of the economic difficulties experienced by illicit drug users in the United
States are only worsened by the legal status of drugs in this country.Moore and Wegner
(1995, p. 592) write, "currentlegal statutes criminalize the users of illicit drugs and, in
doing so, drive them underground."The economic and legal barriersexperienced by illicit
drug users in the United States serve as structuralimpedimentsto user self-organization.
Citing Ethel Klein (1984), Moore and Wegner (1995, pp. 592-593) continue:
Individualswho areexploitedandoppressed,but haveno collectiveidentity,do not
organizefor politicalaction.As longas peopleindividualize
oppression,theytendto
blamethemselvesfor theirhardships.
is a critAs Kleinstates,"Groupconsciousness
icalprecondition
to politicalaction."
Specificallyin terms of policy influence,such lack of organizationimplies the absence
of any formal means of presenting a political voice. As Jeff Stryker (1989, p. 731)
explains,"IV drug users are without the trappingsof a recognized interest group or voting bloc, and their political power is feeble at best."There are few spokespersons for the
interests of IDUs; clinicians,public health officials, and treatment center staff are perhaps the few exceptions.Yet even under these extreme conditions,some small groups of
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drugusers and druguser activistshave not only organized,but have emerged as significant
actors in the social movement of harm reduction.
CONCLUSION: THE POWERAND LIMITSOF OPPOSITIONALCAPITAL
As presented above, it is not just through letter-writingcampaigns,political rallies, or
alliance-buildingstrategies that harm reduction activists express themselves as oppositional. They also do so more broadly through popular culture.Popularculture has often
been recognized as political in its expression of a social criticism.For example, LymanG.
Chaffee (1993) describes how street art can be a significanttool for the communication
of political information.Attributingmuch more influence to artisticexpressions,Murray
Edelman (1995) explains that popular culture is a powerful and often overlooked system of political signs.According to Edelman (1995, p. 2), art serves as "'thefountainhead
from which political discourse,beliefs about politics, and consequent actions ultimately
spring."
Situating collective action within a larger field of oppositional expressions serves as
an effective means of studying the discourses deployed by a social movement. By viewing social movement, subculture, and popular cultural expressions as part of a mixed
and overlapping field of oppositional signs, analysts are not only able to account for the
frequency with which these practices are often confused but can also better understand
multiple sources for expression of contention. As the analysis of Junkphood presented
here has revealed, oppositional capital provides the means by which an otherwise disenfranchised group is able to gain an affirmingsocial presence.Through their deployment
of oppositional aesthetics in a distinctive,antagonistic,and political manner actors have
given a resistant voice to drug users. As revealed, the application of a subculturalperspective allows for the recognition of an oppositional field from which social movement
actors can draw to express their collective identity in a stylized manner. However, by
focusing only on a small group,this research also inherits the limitationsof a subcultural
approach.One major weakness of applying a subculturalperspective to the expressions
of radicalismwithin a social movement is that such an analysis utilizes clearly one-sided
assumptions about power. With a focus on resistance, the power that such an analysis
assumes is the empowermentof drug users.What such a discussion fails to consider is the
ultimate question of who controls definitions of marginality.By situating the concept of
oppositional capital within the social movement frameworkwe quickly realize that symbolic analysis alone cannot account for larger processes of social changes.Nor are symbolic gestures in and of themselves structurallytransformative.
As discussed above, the radical publication of Junkphood and the mobilization of
active drug users have occurred within a particularsociohistoricalcontext. Radical harm
reduction activists have essentially been provided with the space to present themselves
as distinct, antagonistic, and politically active during a period in which social, cultural,
medical, and legal definitions surroundingthe subject of the drug user were in a state of
contention. As a social movement, harm reduction does not exist wholly outside of
"legitimate"institutions.Although activists tend to present themselves as against governmental involvement, the success of the movement itself depends upon the apparatus
of the state. The growth of harm reduction centers and needle exchange programs
across the country has required legal approval and has relied upon state funding
sources. So, although the radical cohort within the movement has continued to present
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itself as oppositional, harm reduction has gained small steps toward legitimacywithin a
period of structuralflux and by way of institutionalconsensus.
It is also importantto note that althoughJunkphood began as an effort to extend the
presence of the collective identity of radical activists and to reach the growing population of young illicit drug users in the Santa Cruz area, only seven issues were ever produced. The Santa Cruz police and health departments requested the SCNEP to cease
local distribution.This request was made following the accidental overdose death of the
son of a local, high-profile family (an issue of Jmnkphoodwas found in his bedroom).
The activists had to comply,and in the summer of 1998productionof Jlnkphood ended.
Junkphood's forced cessation bears witness to the fact that there are institutions much
more powerful than radical harm reduction activists, and these institutions control the
space in which activists are allowed to express their collective identity.SCNEP had not
gained legal approval to distribute sterile needles and syringes and was only able to do
so through an informal agreement with local law enforcement officers (Lurie et al.
1993). Also, SCNEP depended upon the department of health for funding to support its
existence. Thus, we see that the ability of radical harm reductionists to express their
oppositional capital was limited locally by the power that state institutions held over the
needle exchange program.
Overall, the discussion presented here reveals the necessity for contextualizing
expressions of resistance.The oppositional capital from which radical drug user activists
may draw in their construction of collective identity was only significantfor these individuals in the context of the harm reduction movement.As discussed earlier, the social
movement of harm reduction emerged within a sociopolitical context that was witnessing an expansion of the definition of the subject of the drug user. Also, harm reduction
practitioners found themselves adopting political strategies that were proving effective
in the fields of the new public health movement and AIDS activism.
In a postmodern world, political beliefs and action emerge from the translation of
images and models (Edelman 1995). Political communications are laden with cultural
artifacts and symbols. And, as Chaffee (1993, p. 4) reminds us, "'Thosewho dominate
political cliches maintain the edge." The deployment of oppositional capital is one
means by which social movement expressions can be positioned with such an edge.
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NOTES
1. Forexample,Gamson(1992)and Friedmanand McAdam(1992)definecollectiveidentity
of affirmation.
as botha publicpronouncement
of statusandan individualannouncement
2. Forexample,the educationandlife skillscoursefor addicts,ARRIVE.is staffedby former
addicts.Accordingto the program'sfounderandexecutivedirector,HowardJosepher,"Thepeer
whobelievedthemselvesto
Individuals
drivenapproachcreatesa receptivelearningenvironment.
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be failures in school and unteachable not only complete the cycle of classes but go on to secure
employment as outreach workers and even organize other peer-driven community based organizations. Students are encouraged and supported to actively participatein communitybuilding and
political advocacy.The ARRIVE model, learning from the success of the gay community in mobilizing and educating itself around AIDS, views addicts as members of a constituency that needs to
be empowered to survive"(Elovich and Cowing N.D.).
3. Tulchinskyand Varavikova(2000 p. 48) explain "The philosophicaland ethical basis of modern public health is a belief in the inherentworth of the individualand his/herhumanright to a safe
and healthfulenvironment.The health and well-beingof the individualand the communityare interdependent.The New PublicHealth addressesboth the social and physicalenvironmentas well as the
personal services that address individualhealth needs. It brings together those elements of public
health that are community-orientedwith personalcare that is individual-oriented."
4. According to ACT UP (ACT UP/NY "WhyWe Get Arrested"pamphlet), this is done in one
of two ways:(1) create problems for those in power that will not go away until they give in, and/or
(2) educate the public in ways that both cause embarrassmentto those in power and cause them to
be fearful that the popular movement for change may grow strong enough to threaten their power.
5. I refer to TriciaHenry's (1989) term used to define the British punk "fanzines"of the 1970s.
6. The meaning systems distinctive to illicit drug users have been subsequently defined as subculturalby such researchersas Johnson (1973) and Weppner(1977).
7. As D. DesJarlais, S. R. Friedman, and D. Strug (1986. pp. 112-113) write: "IV-drug use
clearly constitutes a deviant subculturewithin the United States. Possession and sale of the drugs
are violations of the law, as are many of the activities undertakento obtain money for purchasing
the drugs. In addition to legal differences between IV-drug users and members of conventional
society, there is an empathy barrier.Most members of conventional society, even though they may
use illicit drugs,have great difficultyimaginingthemselves doing what IV-drugusers are believed to
do to obtain money for drugs.Most membersof conventionalsociety find it easier to empathizewith
victims of drug-relatedcrimes than with IV-drugusers.Thus,IV-drugusers are not merely considered different,but are often objects of fear,mistrust,hostility,scorn,and to a limitedextent, pity."
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